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What is
“Blank Slate” 
redesign of 

SEPTA’s fixed-
route bus 
network

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bus Revolution is a comprehensive redesign of SEPTA’s bus network – all aspects of bus service are being evaluation – routes, stops, schedules, signs, Everything is on the table.SEPTA has never done a project like this before, the bus network looks very similar to the way it did when SEPTA was formed in 1965. There has been some change, particularly in the suburbs, but many routes have been operating along their current segments for decades. While there isn’t anything inherently wrong with this, the original routes, as laid out by private carriers were not concerned with issues such as duplication or equity, and the authority wants to take a step back to evaluate our bus network and make changes that better match service with demand and allocate resources in a more sustainable manner.
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Why Now?

 SEPTA has never looked at its network comprehensively before

 Between 2013 & 2019 – ridership dropped 13% but operating 
costs went up 10% and OTP & reliability dropped

 Post-Covid bus ridership is 30% less than what it was pre-
pandemic with a significant reduction in peak hour demand

OVERVIEW

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SEPTA started looking at this project back in mid-2010s when staff noticed that ridership was going down, reliability was getting worse, and operating costs were going up. Other transit agencies were doing similar projects and we thought it made sense to take a closer look at our system. In 2017 and 2018 we worked on a project, the Philadelphia Choices Report, which laid out the case for a comprehensive redesign by noting the high amount of duplication in SEPTA’s system.Covid has really highlighted the importance of this project. Bus ridership has been more resilient than that of other modes but is still 30% less than what it was pre-pandemic. It has also changed the way people move around, where and how they work, and emphasized the need for more consistent all day and all week service that appeals to more than just 9-5 commuters.



Bus Revolution Project Goals 
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OVERVIEW

Put the Rider First
Build Trust with 
Reliable Service

Increase Access 
to Opportunity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The goals of this project were developed early on in the process with the support of our planning partners at the city and suburbs. Putting the riders first means providing more frequent and consistent service, improving connections, and making our services easier to use and understand.Increasing access to opportunity means expanding our frequent network so that far more people have access to frequent bus service and also getting people further, faster. We want transit to be a connector, not a barrier, particularly in areas with the highest need.Finally, we want to build trust with reliable service which means we want to really focus on making our system as reliable and predictable as possible, partner with the city and other communities to make bus service a more attractive and competitive mode, and invest in projects that promote transit speed and reliability. This is what our peer agencies are doing, and what we need to do to rebuild a strong base of transit ridership.



Project Approach 
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OVERVIEW

We are here:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We started this project last year by examining our existing network, both at a system and individual route level. This was supplemented by public engagement in Fall 2021 that asked people for input on a series of transit trade-offs – questions such as “would you walk further for faster or more frequent service”In 2022 we took the analysis and feedback we got  and worked with internal staff and partners to develop two different network options that we shared with the public through another round of engagement between April and June of 2022. These two options each approached improving the bus network in a different way. Over the summer we took the feedback we got on the two scenarios and developed one draft network that sought to balance these two options. We introduced this network last month and have been doing public engagement through a series of Open Houses and virtual events. We will be doing engagement through mid-December and then we will begin making adjustments to the draft, which we will unveil to the public next spring.Our hope is that we will have public hearings through next spring and then seek board adoption over the summer.In terms of implementation, we are looking to start implementation next year, with the more complex changes going into effect throughout 2024.



- Duplication in the system makes it confusing 
and prevents expansion of frequent service

- Many routes have complex routings, excessive 
patterns, and inconsistent schedules

- Too much emphasis on peak hour commute 
trips into Center City

- Service is slow and unreliable

+ High demand areas are generally well-served

+ Good service in lower income neighborhoods

+ Some strong routes carrying ~10,000 riders |
per day
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

State of the System
(Fall 2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The analysis we did in 2021 highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of the existing system and helped us understand where we could make improvements. We did find that while we do serve high demand areas well, we need to reduce the amount of redundancy in our system if we want to expand our frequent network, that our service design is complex, and that our service is both slow and unreliable, making it difficult to attract new riders.



Scenario Development 
(Spring 2022)
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SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

People want 
frequency, 

reliability, and 
access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This spring we shared two different scenarios that each approached improving the bus network in a different way. We asked people which option they preferred as well as about individual components of each option. People wanted frequent service, but they also wanted us to retain some of the redundancy and access they are used to in the current system. This requires a balanced approach as we consider what a draft network should look like.



 Straighter, 
more 
direct bus 
routes

SEPTA’s Draft Bus Network: 
Strategic Approach
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DRAFT NETWORK

 More 
frequent 
bus service
- all day, 
every day 

 More 
consistent 
schedules

 Better 
connections 
so people 
can get 
further, faster

 Fewer, 
better 
choices to 
minimize 
duplication

 Some 
extra 
coverage 
service in 
the areas 
of highest 
demand

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on previous rounds of analysis and engagement, we developed an approach towards the draft network which included some of the principles we wanted to use to improve service design and better integrate our system but balanced it with providing some of the familiar lower frequency coverage services in areas where there are higher levels of demand and need.



Understanding the MAX Series 

 The Bus Revolution uses the “MAX series” 
to talk about bus routes.

 MAX means the maximum time between 
buses. For example, a 10 MAX route will 
arrive at least every 10 minutes. 

 All bus routes are described as:
– 10 MAX 
– 15 MAX 
– 30 MAX 
– 60 MAX 
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NETWORK OPTIONS 

10 MAX

15 MAX

30 MAX

60 MAX

Metro

Trolley

Regional Rail

Microtransit Zone

Bus Revolution defines a “frequent” 
bus route as one that operates every 
15 minutes or better. 

Frequent Bus Service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a way to create a clear hierarchy of services we are planning to adopt these “max” designations that denote service frequency. A frequent route is one comes every 15 minutes or better between 6 AM and 9 PM 7 days a week. This will not only help manage our service hours, but will help guide conversations with planning partners as we consider transit priority projects on corridors in the city and region.
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DASHBOARD

https://nelsonnygaard.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/84577af5d58849b6b2c1aac00ac1dd37

Draft Bus Network
Overall fewer routes

Straighter lines

More frequent routes

Fewer gold routes

Looks more like a grid 

On-demand transit zones

Includes:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The new network looks somewhat like the current one, which is not surprising to us. There are some key differences.Routes are straighter and more direct – minimizing turns and complex routings help make transit easier to understand and operate.There is a greater focus on connectivity, transferring will be easier and people will be able to get further, fasterThere is a clearer hierarchy and structure – this allows us to create a larger frequent network while still retaining some coverage services that people rely on

https://nelsonnygaard.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/84577af5d58849b6b2c1aac00ac1dd37


Public Engagement
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

20+ In Person Open Houses throughout 
the region  planned in conjunction with 
community partners

10+ Virtual Community Conversations 
focusing on different geographic areas 
of the region

Virtual meetings as requested for 
community group

Maps and other materials online at 
www.septabusrevolution.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In October we kicked off this round of engagement. To support our work we are holding approximately 20 open houses that were planned in conjunction with community groups and will provide an opportunity for people to talk to SEPTA staff and consultants in person to find out more about the draft and provide feedback.�We are also holding 10 virtual community conversations which include brief presentation and a Q&A, and similarly focus on specific geographic areas.In addition, staff are on call to do additional virtual presentations to community groups.People can review the draft proposal and send feedback to the project team through the website as well.



Project Approach 
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OVERVIEW

We are getting 
here:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re excited to be at this point in the project where we are close to getting a final network – we’ve gotten a lot of public feedback thus far and there are some modifications we need to make but are exciting to keep the conversation going as finalize our network and take steps towards its eventual implementation.



Development Workshop
November 2022



What is Trolley 
Modernization? A 
once in a generation 
opportunity to 
transform the nation’s 
largest trolley 
network, delivering 
benefits across the 
region.

Overbrook Trolley 6/5/1908, Free Library of Philadelphia

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trolleys have played a critical role in our region since the 19th Century.The current vehicles have served communities since the 1980s, but need to be replaced with modern, accessible vehicles and stations. SEPTA is transforming trolleys to meet the needs of riders today and tomorrow–that means accessible, faster and easier to use service for everyone.



SYSTEM MAP
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8 Lines

159 Vehicles

68 Miles of track 
+ tunnels

+ 80,000
Weekday riders (pre-
COVID)

Over 580,000 people 
live within ½ mile of the 
trolley network - that’s 
14% of the region's total 
population 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trolleys serve all kinds of people in the Philadelphia region for all kinds of trips.Trolley Modernization means not just doing a better job of serving those who ride today, but making trolleys the right choice for the over-half-a-million people who live near a trolley line.



PROGRAM GOALS:

ACCESSIBLE
A fully accessible trolley 
system with vehicles and 
stations built for universal 
access.

FAST
Faster service with modern 
signal systems and roadway 
space prioritized for transit.

EASY
An easy-to-use trolley 
system with highly visible 
stations and consistent 
service.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accessible: Create a fully accessible trolley system with new vehicles and stations built for universal access.Fast: Deliver faster service with modern signal systems and roadway space prioritized for transit.Easy: Provide an easy to use trolley system with highly visible stations and consistent service.



Infrastructure + 
operational 

improvements

New on-street stations

New, longer vehicles

Proposed line 
extensions

Trolley 
Modernization 
means… 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New, longer vehicles that hold more passengers and feature low floors and ramps, wider pathways, and open space for people with wheelchairs, walkers, and strollers.New on-street stations that are well-marked, safe, and fully accessible. Rebuilt existing stations are fully accessible with improved amenities.Infrastructure + operational improvements to facilities, signals, and stations to make service faster and more reliableProposed line extensions that reach more destinations and connect to more SEPTA services, improve operations, and have new, larger passenger and operator amenities
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